GREENLIGHT | ED
Monitoring and community care for students, faculty, and family.

PARTNERS

GreenLight | Ed
GreenLight provides a full suite of tools to
schools to safety operate education and
athletic programs during the covid-19
pandemic.

Greenlight evolved from the Pandemic
Response Network and the proven ability to
manage outbreaks among a community
population through self-reporting and digital
monitoring tools.

Greenlight is directed by the clinical guidance of
Duke Physicians from, Infectious Disease,

Population Health Medicine, Duke Heart, Critical
Care and Pediatrics.

www.greenlighted.org
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Greenlight Lives in an App
For Teachers & Parents / Students
1

1

Complete Daily Symptom Monitoring to ensure
everyone who arrives is healthy
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Find streamlined access to triage and testing at
Duke Health
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Reach support services that have been made
available by the state and the city of Durham.
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Reach out to local, NC-licensed RNs experienced
for any COVID related questions
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Access local COVID case trends
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www.greenlighted.org
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You Own Your Data
•

Users may revoke access to their data or purge their data at any time.

•

The only information shared with your employer is the color of your
Greenlight response and the name (or alias) you provide.

•

Greenlight runs on a HIPAA and FERPA compliant managed cloud.

•

Greenlight makes no use of third-party analytics services such as Google

Analytics.
www.greenlighted.org
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Proven Results at Scale
Duke Hospital has run without disruption
20,000+ employees have safely treated patients without interruption during
the pandemic
Duke University has not seen a major outbreak
While other universities have been forced to close, Duke has safely
continued in-person classes for 15,000+ students and staff.
The Pandemic Response Network has helped keep
users safe and healthy nationwide

7,500+ users across 40 states, 5 countries, and 2 languages have given
the Pandemic Response Network a 92% satisfaction score

In partnership with

www.greenlighted.org
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